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John Eager 1782-1853
A Norfolk Dancing Master
By Judith Havens
John Eager began his career as a Music and Dancing Master in Norfolk and spent the last twenty years of
his life teaching music in Edinburgh. His early life was first detailed by an unnamed friend, who penned a
short biography that John Eager enclosed with the following letter to the music publisher, John Davis
Sainsbury in 1823:
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Transcription of letter:

Yarmouth Decr 25th 1823
Sir
Having a great dislike to write
anything concerning myself, and being
besides particularly engaged at the time
your letter arrived, preparing for my
annual Juvenile Ball, I found myself
entirely prevented from turning my
thoughts to any other subject, therefore
requested a friend who has become
perfectly acquainted with the principal
events & incidents of my life, to put such
together as he conceived best suited to the
purpose, the result has been the inclosed
which is strictly correct.
I am Sir Your Obed & Humbe Sert J Eager

This letter was obviously a response to a communication from Sainsbury requesting that Eager should
furnish him with the details of his career thus far for a forthcoming book; the gist of the friend’s
biographical notes was subsequently printed in Sainsbury’s A Dictionary of Musicians from the Earliest
Ages to the Present Times, published in London in 1824.*
The details were reiterated in various biographical publications in the nineteenth century, including A
General History of Norfolk published in 1829 by John Chambers.
John Eager’s history can be pieced together using the details in the friend’s biographical notes, parish
and civil records, letters and the numerous newspaper notices that, in common with other practitioners,
Eager used to publicise services and events.

A British Musical Biography, 1897, by Brown and Stratton gives Eager’s birth date as 15thAugust 1782.
His parents were John Eager and Susanna, née Coe, who had married by licence at St Peter
Parmentergate Church in Norwich on 18th December 1777. The couple had a daughter, Lucy, who was
baptized in Norwich on 20th March 1780; another son, William, was born in Norwich on 9th November
1783. There is no record of any other children. Eager’s father, who had formerly served in the Guards,
was a manufacturer of musical instruments and an organ builder, who educated the young John in the
rudiments of music.
—————————————————————————————————————————————
*Available on Google Books
https://books.google.co.uk/books?redir_esc=y&id=U0JDAAAAcAAJ&q=john+eager#v=snippet&q=john%20eager&f=false
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In the early 1790s the Eagers were living in Great Yarmouth when the 3rd Duke of Dorset, John
Frederick Sackville, who was visiting the town for sea-bathing, encountered the young lad by chance. A
keen violinist himself, the Duke was impressed with the twelve-year-old’s prowess upon the instrument,
and persuaded his father to let him take the boy off to Knole in Kent. The Duke, by all accounts, led a
somewhat dissolute life of gambling and womanising; at one time he is reputed to have had a liaison
with Giovanna Francesca Antonia Guiseppe Zanarini. Known as “La Baccelli”, she was one of the
principal dancers at the King’s Theatre, London; a sculpture of her can be found at Knole.
Eager was left pretty much to his own devices and whiled away the time educating himself in the
extensive library at Knole. The Duke became increasingly eccentric, verging on madness, and when he
died in 1799 it seems the Duchess was only too pleased to send Eager packing; he left carrying nothing
but his clothes, and had to borrow his coach fare from a footman. Thus he travelled to London and
from thence back to Yarmouth.
About eighteen months later on 10th February 1801, Eager married Charlotte Barnby, daughter of
Joseph Neech Barnby and his wife, Rose. Eager was only eighteen years old and his wife was a few
months younger. Their first child, Susanna Lucy Eager, was baptized on 23rd October 1801; another
daughter, Charlotte Coe Eager, was baptized on 19th February 1803.
Coming from a wealthy family, Eager’s wife brought a substantial dowry to the marriage. However, the
young couple soon exhausted the funds and at the age of twenty-one Eager was struggling to support
his family. He then saw the “necessity of applying himself strictly to his profession”* and strove to gain
an income by offering as many services as possible and taking in pupils as lodgers. Perhaps it is no
coincidence that this notice appeared on the same day as his second daughter’s christening:

19th February 1803

*From the biography enclosed with Eager’s letter to Sainsbury
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Later that year an opportunity arose for Eager to apply for a position that would bring in another
source of income when the post of organist at St George’s Chapel in Yarmouth was left vacant by the
death of John Roope. Eager wrote to the Mayor and Assembly of Yarmouth on 6th October, applying for
the vacancy. His application was accepted after only four days’ deliberation, and he remained in the
post for the next three decades. He also acted as organist at the parish church of St Nicholas on
occasion.

NRO YC19/41/78
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Transcription of letter:

Gt Yarm To The Right worshipful The
Mayor &c. in Assembly
The Petition of John Eager
Sheweth

10th Oct 1803
Granted

That the place of Chapel
Organist being vacant by the
Death of Mr Jno Roope
Your Petr humbly prays
Your Worships will be pleased
to appoint him to that office
in the stead of the sd Mr Roope
and on the like salary &c.
find your Petitioner will
ever pray &c.
Jno Eager
Yarm 6th Octr 1803
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Two years later Eager tried establishing a
warehouse in King Street, Norwich. Here he
hoped to sell music and instruments to
supplement his teaching. However, there were
no more advertisements for this business, so it
seems that the venture failed.
Thus still “finding his labours inadequate to
cover his expenses, he determined to unite
dancing with his musical business”*.
A few months later Eager placed a notice
describing the training he had received to
enable him to offer his services as a tutor in
Dancing and Fencing in addition to Music.

Mr Charles Lalliet taught dancing and promoted balls in
Yarmouth and the surrounding area until the late 1790s
when his name ceased to appear in local newspapers.
Eager might well have picked up some of his pupils.
Domenico Angelo, a renowned fencing master, had set
up a fencing school in London to teach the discipline as
an accomplishment and sport, rather than as a skill of
warfare. In 1785 Henry Charles William Angelo took over
his father’s practice and was thus probably Eager’s tutor.
This is the last time this Norwich address appears, and it
seems Eager made his home in Yarmouth for the next
twenty years or so.

The “professional travels” alluded to in Eager’s advertisement are typical of practitioners in many sorts
of disciplines in the past. Musicians, dancing masters and other tutors had perforce to journey to see
their clients as the difficulties of travel would preclude numbers of people easily reaching central
venues to avail themselves of professional services. When those clients were children, whose parents
were paying for them to receive tuition in the accomplishments of music-making and dancing, it would
have been prohibitively difficult for the adults to have chaperoned numbers of children to far-flung
schools and academies. Thus a dancing master would do the rounds of schools and also set up weekly
sessions in halls and rooms. Therefore Eager must have spent much time travelling, perhaps taking a
coach to a town or village, then walking to the venues in that particular circuit before returning home to
fulfil his obligations in Yarmouth.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
*From the biography enclosed with Eager’s letter to Sainsbury
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A dancing master must have been a tenacious
and very fit individual to have coped with such a
workload. In addition to his tutoring, Eager also
kept up his career as a musician, often
appearing as either a violinist or conductor in
Yarmouth on several occasions around this time.

27thJuly1805

As with any other profession, the exponents were highly competitive, vying with each other to attract
custom. At that time several other music and dancing masters were operating in the region and Eager’s
efforts to thus boost his income were seen by many to be “infringing on various interests [which]
“raised him a host of enemies”* but Eager was not daunted and carried on building his music and
dancing business. It is to be wondered if he was behind the rumour alluded to in this notice placed by
one of the foremost dancing masters in the region, Francis Noverre:

6th December 1806

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
*From the biography enclosed with Eager’s letter to Sainsbury
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By 1807 Eager is showcasing his two
disciplines by combining concerts and balls.
His elder daughter, Susanna, is already
performing at the age of five.

By 1809 Eager’s business is expanding yet further.
He is teaching in Norwich at the Maid’s Head
Hotel and planning to build an “Academy Room”
in the city to accommodate his lessons there in
the future.
Also he states that as well as attending at his New
Academy Room in Yarmouth, he also travels to
Lowestoft, Wangford, Beccles, Brooke, North
Walsham, Ormesby etc. and is having to employ
apprentices to cope with the demand to teach in
these additional places.
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Around this time Eager started to
organize juvenile balls designed, as
Eager states, to demonstrate to
parents that their children are being
tutored to a high standard, and to
attract new clients.

At these functions the
youngsters would perform
dances that had been rehearsed
to show their skills. Eager’s
younger daughter, Charlotte, at
the age of seven is dancing a
solo on this occasion.

Yarmouth, November 1810

9
By now Eager must have been making a comfortable living from his practice as he could afford to send
his elder daughter, Susanna, to the King’s Theatre in London to receive coaching from professional
dancers. Charlotte continued performing in her sister’s absence. Here she is taking part in a concert to
celebrate and publicise yet another of Eager’s ventures: the opening of his “Assembly Room” in North
Walsham.
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Eager announced Susanna’s return from London with a notice stating that she had been
tutored by two of the most famous dancers of the day, Auguste-Armand Vestris (son of
Auguste Vestris) and Fortunata Angiolini (daughter of Gasparo Angiolini):

These benefit events were obviously a means of recouping some of the expense of this
training and to demonstrate the skills that Susanna had learnt. The set of Spanish Boleros she
is to perform with her father was a speciality of Vestris and Angiolini.

28th September 1811
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By 1812 it seems that Eager’s
itinerary was becoming too much for
him and this notice appeared in the
local press on 28th November,
announcing that he intends to pass
the whole of his country practice to
Mr Steele, a former pupil:

Mr Steele is at pains to point out
that his plan to teach dancing has
been endorsed by Eager and that he
hopes to “effect the same
proficiency in his pupils, which so
remarkably distinguishes Mr. Eager’s
from most other Masters’ ”.

In 1813 when Eager advertised his annual Juvenile Ball in Yarmouth he stressed that owing to
the” improved state” of his scholars he was able to provide a “greater variety of Dances…than
on any former occasion”.
In 1815 Eager played host to a special guest, Samuel Wesley, who was on a visit to Norfolk to
play at concerts in Norwich and Yarmouth with a friend, Charley Smith. On Tuesday July 18th
Wesley wrote to a friend in London giving a colourful description of Eager’s skills:
“ […]The 30 [Bach] Variations we mean to try to-morrow upon the said Organ: this will be a
Treat to Mr. Eager, the Organist, at whose House I am staying […]
You will find him rather an extraordinary Man, & knowing several Things well. As a Musician he
has had no Advantages whatever but from his own industrious & persevering Assiduity: he has
therefore gained a pretty fair Proportion of pretty dry Theory , having fagged at more Treatises
than have done him much good, which you know is very easy to do: he is a bad Player on the
Organ, a tolerable one on the Piano, & a very good leader on the Violin: has studied several wind
instruments, viz., Horn, Trumpet, Flute, Clarinett, Oboe, & Bassoon, and can play them all
tolerably: he is moreover a Maitre de Ballet, & teaches all the young Wenches to exercise their
Legs& Haunches in the most eligible Attitudes to get Husbands.- He has read a good Deal, & is a
good Grammarian in French & Italian, & has made his eldest Girl of 11 years, an extremely good
Piano Forte Player […] “
[ Phillip Olleson. The Letters of Samuel Wesley, Professional and Social Correspondence 1797-1837
Oxford University Press 2001 ]
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In July 1816 a notice appeared in the local press announcing the death at 61 of Eager’s father,
”musical instrument maker”. He had obviously moved back to Norwich at some point as his
burial is recorded in St Andrew’s parish.

Later that year a newspaper notice
announced that another former
pupil of Eager’s intended to open a
dancing academy:

Eager continued teaching dancing in Yarmouth and Norwich and still performed in concerts
playing violin. He was usually the promoter of the concerts in Yarmouth, where his elder
daughter also featured on the harp, whilst the Norwich concerts were arranged by other
promoters. In 1813 a steam packet service had opened between Yarmouth and Norwich;
perhaps Eager availed himself of this service for his numerous journeys between the two
centres.
Eager began to expand his music teaching activities, becoming an advocate of the practices
of Johann Bernhard Logier, a German music teacher who had settled in Dublin.
In 1814 Logier had invented an implement he called a ”Chiroplast” which was designed to
hold a pupil’s hands in the correct position at the piano. Eager staunchly followed Logier’s
system of teaching music theory and the use of the chiroplast, despite much criticism and
opposing views expressed in letters to the Norwich Mercury.
In 1818 Eager wrote to the editor of this newspaper complaining of his persistence in
publishing these critical comments and inviting him to one of the public examinations of the
pupils to see the success of his methods. Eager might well have had some justification for
suspecting bias from this quarter; the editor in question was Richard Mackenzie Bacon, whose
late wife was Jane Louisa, née Noverre, sister of Francis Noverre, a known rival of Eager.
Eager’s dogged defence of his methods culminated in his having a pamphlet printed in 1819
explaining and upholding Logier’s system and justifying using it to coach his music pupils,
showing how they performed in music examinations. The Brief Account …* was in fact 51
pages long.
——————————————————————————————————————————————————
*Available on Google Books
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=RUQVAAAAQAAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad
=0#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Eager carried on teaching music according to
Logier’s system and his demand as a teacher of
dance seemed to be growing. In 1819 he opened
an Academy in Norwich:

In 1820 Eager advertised, offering his
Logier method of musical instruction
to Ladies’ schools.

The demand for Eager’s services was
such that he advertised for
apprentices in both departments of
his profession.

The next year Eager announced that in December he
would be holding the first of a series of annual
juvenile balls at the Assembly Rooms, Norwich.
Acknowledging that there would be criticism of his
entering ”the arena…already fully occupied” he begs
that the public shall reserve judgement till they have
seen the results of his tuition.
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It seems that Eager’s services were also popular in
Bungay, for a notice appeared in the local press
announcing that he proposed to open an academy in
the town. At this time he is also teaching at other
county venues, which he must have resumed some
time after he relinquished them to Mr Steele.

On 11th May 1823 Eager’s elder daughter, Susanna,
married Thomas Bridgman, the son of a confectioner
of Wigmore Street, London. It seems she remained in
the capital for some time as advertisements for
Eager’s services during this period mention the name
of Eager’s younger daughter only. Perhaps struggling
without Susanna’s help at this time, he announces that
he is having to give up offering his services at Long
Stratton and Diss.

For the next few years Eager carries on teaching at Yarmouth and Norwich with the assistance of
Charlotte and in January 1826 announces that he will move to Norwich whilst still maintaining his
teaching commitments both there and in Yarmouth.

21st January 1826
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It is possible that Eager and his wife had parted
company around this time; in April a notice
appeared announcing that a certain Mrs Eager was
to set up a school in Gorleston. This would be a
means of providing an independent income for a
woman who was separated from her husband. In
the summer Eager takes on a house in Magdalen
Street, Norwich, and is joined by Susanna, who has
returned from London. Thus Eager is able to divide
his time between the two venues, with a daughter
at each to assist with teaching and to keep house.

This advertisement shows the range of musical
accomplishments taught by Mrs Bridgman was
expanding. Over the years both daughters appeared in
Eager’s numerous Yarmouth concerts, playing a variety
of instruments.

As well as teaching at their academies in Yarmouth
and Norwich, Susanna Bridgman and her father
taught at other establishments:

13th June 1829
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Later that year Eager announces that he
has just returned from Paris; it is possible
that he periodically went to France to learn
the latest dance fashions.

The ”Departments” might well have been numerous, for in a notice the next year announcing the start
of the new term in July, several centres are listed: Yarmouth; Bungay, Harleston and Brooke; Lowestoft,
Beccles and Loddon; Norwich and Acle. Therefore at some point Eager must have decided to build up
his country practice again.

In 1831 it can be seen that Eager has introduced the
“Muzurka” and” Kracoviac” into his pupils’ repertoire.

On Thursday 23rd June 1831 John Eager’s younger
daughter, Charlotte, married Joseph Lowe in
London. Her husband, one of several brothers of a
large musical Scottish family, was a dancing
master, musician and composer of dance tunes.
It is to be assumed that Charlotte moved away
with her husband to his native Edinburgh, as she
no longer appears in Eager’s notices as in this
advertisement from January 1832 when Sisland is
added to the list of venues and The White Swan
Inn is named as Eager’s new premises in Norwich:

A notice placed that summer shows that Eager is still
managing a heavy workload by himself, and it gives
the names of the hostelries where he is
accommodated when teaching in the various country
areas.
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By January 1833 it seems that Eager, perhaps
feeling the loss of Charlotte’s support, has
plans to move from Norfolk, and some of his
rivals have got wind of this:

However, a few months later, in August, it became public
knowledge that Eager was to move to Edinburgh and his
Norfolk practices would be taken over by David Fisher and
his son, members of the Fisher Theatre family. Fisher was
also appointed to take over Eager’s post as chapel organist
at Yarmouth.

In October 1833 Eager sent out copies of a printed letter. One such, addressed to a Yarmouth dignitary,
J D Palmer Esq, survives:
“ MR.EAGER, on the eve of his departure from YARMOUTH, where he has been patronized and befriended
from the years of his boyhood to those of mature age, is touched with no common feelings of gratitude and
regret. But, although the ties of Kindred, which times cannot weaken, nor distance sever, do withdraw him
from the society of so many valued Friends, he must ever retain a sense of their surpassing kindness; and
with heartfelt wishes for their health and prosperity, he respectfully bids them— FAREWELL . “
[Norfolk Record Office L20/1.34]

However, there must
have been some hitch in
Eager’s arrangements
for he did not actually
depart till a year later,
when he staged a
Farewell Concert in
Yarmouth.

27thSeptember 1834
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APPENDIX TO EAGER’S NORFOLK YEARS

Eager’s Dances - from his early Juvenile Ball and Concert Advertisements 1807-1813
Minuet de la Cour and Vestris’ Gavotte
Del Caro’s Hornpipe
Chantreuse*
Gardel’s Favourite Minuet and Gavotte
A Strathspey Pas Seul Eager
Irish Reels
Scotch Shauntreuse
Mr E’s New Hornpipe
Scotch Reel
Parisot’s Hornpipe d’Egville
Cotillions of 8,9,12.
March (en promenade)
Grand March and Quadrille** of 16
New Grand March and Quadrille of 24
Irish Shauntreuse
Devonshire Minuet
Mr E’s New Shauntreuse
Mr E’s Gavot
Scotch Reels in Strathspey and Reel Times
Pas de Deux from Ballet L’Epouse Persienne
English Hornpipe Eager
Minuet Fandango
The Louvre
Russe Pas de Deux from Ballet of Peter the Great Vestris
Spanish Boleros
Hornpipe from Ballet of Le Mariage Secret [d’Egville]
The Gaurache from the Ballet of Figaro
A Pas Trois Vestris
A German Waltz
Shawl Dance from Ballet of La Belle Laitiere d’Egville

Miss Eager & Mr E’s Apprentice/Mr E & Miss Eager
Miss Eager
Miss Eager
Mr E & Miss Eager/ Mr Steel & Miss Steel
Miss Steel
Miss C Eager, Miss Steel, Miss Jones
Miss C Eager
Miss Jones
Mr E, Mr Steel, Miss Steel, Miss Jones
Miss C Eager

Miss Eager & Miss C Eager
Miss Jones/Mr Steel
Mr & Miss Eager
Mr E & Miss Eager/ Miss E Miss C Eager
Miss Eager & Miss C Eager
Mr E & Miss Eager
Miss C Eager
Miss Eager & Miss C Eager
Miss Eager, Miss C Eager, Mr Steel
Miss Eager

*The Chantreuse/Shauntreuse dances listed here are pas seul, and therefore would be exhibition dances with intricate
footwork. These solo versions are usually referred to by the Gaelic name, Seann Truibhas (“Old Trousers”). There are
various theories about the origin of the dance, said by some to have originated when the kilt was eventually resumed
after the wearing of britches was enforced at the time of the Jacobite Rebellion of 1745.* The spelling Eager favours
was usually reserved for longways country dances. Conversely, Thomas Wilson in his Companion to the Ballroom 1816
has a longways dance called Shon Truish Willican (spelt Shan Trush in the index). In a footnote referring to the music he
says:
“This is the Scotch & the only real Shon Truish __ the other tune usually confounded with this derives its name
from the French words Chant Russe signifying a Russian Song or Air […] these dances consist of a number of steps
necessary to be taught by a master & therefore the figure[s] here set to them are only to adapt them to country
dances.”
An alternative explanation for the dance titles could be that “Chant Russe” is simply a phonetic rendition of the Gaelic.
**The Quadrilles listed here are early examples of the use of the term at a provincial venue. Eager’s first mention of
them is in November 1810 when quadrilles of “16” and “24” appear in the same programme as cotillions.

In notices appearing after 1813 Eager did not include the names of the dances to be performed in the juvenile
balls until 1831 when the Muzurka[sic] and Kracoviac[sic] are mentioned.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
* http://granangael.tumblr.com/post/59217008232/7-lesser-known-seann-triubhas-facts
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EDINBURGH

Eager soon established himself in Edinburgh, no doubt with the support of his son-in law, Joseph Lowe,
and the rest of the Lowe family.
By November 1834 he is teaching at the New Institution for the Education of Young Ladies, in Queen’s
Street, Edinburgh, where he listed as a tutor of “the Theory of Music and the Piano Forte”. His address is
given as 54 Frederick Street, where he lived for the rest of his life, renting a property from Joseph Lowe,
who occupied the adjacent house and dance studio.
In 1836 Susanna Bridgman’s husband died, and shortly afterwards, struggling to make ends meet, she
sent her two sons to stay with their grandfather in Edinburgh. The elder, John, was recorded as “Teacher
of Music” at the age of only fifteen in the 1841 Edinburgh census. The younger was Frederick William
Bridgman, who, tutored by Eager, went on to be an accomplished pianist and also a concertina player,
recognized on both sides of the border.* Susanna went on to marry Thomas Wade in 1841, but her
sons remained in Edinburgh. That same year Eager’s other daughter, Charlotte, wife of Joseph Lowe,
gave birth to a son, Joseph Eager Lowe.
In the 21st June edition of the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal 1837 it is recorded that Eager was
accepted as a member of the Society of Arts, Edinburgh. Again he is listed as a teacher of music, and it
seems that when he moved to Scotland he relinquished the teaching of dancing to his son-in-law,
Joseph Lowe.
In November 1838 Eager obtained a divorce** from his estranged wife, Charlotte.
On 25th November 1839 he married Euphemia Lowe, the sister of his daughter Charlotte’s husband,
Joseph. Euphemia was thirty-nine years old, approximately the same age as Eager’s daughters and, like
them, was musical.

Eager continued teaching
at the Institution and
giving lectures and
promoting his teaching at
pupil concerts.

19th July 1841

*Frederick W. Bridgeman and the Concertina . Randall C Mears.
Papers of the International Concertina Association Vol.8, 2011
http://www.concertina.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/PICA08-2011.pdf
**The Law Magazine or Quarterly Review of Jurisprudence Nov. 1838-Nov. 1839
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Whereas Eager’s first wife was never
mentioned in any teaching context,
Euphemia often taught alongside her
husband and he was in later years joined
by his grandson, Frederick Bridgman:

27th September 1849

It is not clear whether Euphemia bore John Eager any children, but on 15th March 1848 there is a record
of the death of John Eager, aged nine in Edinburgh. There appear to be no other families bearing that
surname in the city at the time, so it is possible that this was their young son.
In 1845 Eager’s daughter, Charlotte, had died at the age of forty two. Her husband, Joseph Lowe carried
on teaching dancing and in 1852 secured a very prestigious post, teaching the royal children at
Balmoral and Windsor. This position is often erroneously attributed to Eager in biographical
dictionaries, but it is clear from Lowe’s own account and Queen Victoria’s journals, that it was Lowe who
was favoured with the task.

“ Saturday 18th July 1852
…I was shown the Ball Room, a very large room built entirely of iron… Miss Hilyard came to me first and
informed me that Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Albert were to be present at the lesson. This made
me feel a little nervous as I had not seen the children, nor did I know what to begin them with, as I had
no idea what they could do…” *
On 20th September the first mention of his name appears in the journals of Queen Victoria:

“ Took a few minutes lesson in reel dancing with Mr Lowe, a new most excellent master.” **

Lowe made use of this royal connection, using
Balmoral Castle as his address when inserting
newspaper notices advertising his practice. One
such notice appears on 28th September.
Lowe continued teaching the Royal children
until 1860.

The Edinburgh Evening Courant
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
*A New Most Excellent Dancing Master. ed. A Thomas. Pub. Pendragon Press. 1992
(A transcription of Joseph Lowe’s journal held in the Lowe Family Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library Wellington,, New Zealand)

**

www.queenvictoriasjournals.org
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John Eager continued to advertise his services till September 1852, when it is probable that he was
ailing, for he drew up his will on 20th of that month.
John Eager died on June 1st 1853, at his home, 54 Frederick Street. The cause of death is given as
“Decline of Life”.
[National Records of Scotland01/06/1853 EAGER, JOHN (Old Parish Registers, Deaths 685/2 610 288 St
Cuthbert’s) Page 285]

His will was proved on 30th June 1853. He made good provision for Euphemia, bequeathing her all his
household chattels and dividing his monetary assets between her and his grandchildren. Also he states
that he wishes to be delivered:

“my whole Books and Musical Instruments to the parties to whom I shall bequeath the same by a
separate Writing under my own hand.”
[National Records of Scotland 1853 Wills and testaments Regiment, SC70/1/79 Image 954]

Unfortunately the separate document was not transcribed with the record of the will so its contents are
not known.
Euphemia continued teaching after her husband’s death:

Caledonian Mercury

She seems to have continued at her former address for quite some time: in a directory of 1867 she is
listed as teaching at 54 Frederick Street. Her death is recorded at 32 Dundas Street, Edinburgh in 1882.
Among the bequests in her will she left two portraits of her late husband to nieces, who were John
Eager’s granddaughters. One she left to Charlotte Lowe, who was married to Frederick Abercrombie
Hope Robson; the other was left to Euphemia Lowe, wife of Robert Roy Patterson. Her nephew, Joseph
Eager Lowe (son of Joseph Lowe and Charlotte Eager), received his grandfather’s gold watch.
[National Records of Scotland 1872 Wills and testaments Regiment, SC70/4/138 Image 160]
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EAGER/LOWE DESCENDANTS IN AUSTRALASIA

Euphemia’s brother, Joseph Lowe, died in 1866. At some point his son, Joseph Eager Lowe (grandson of
John Eager), emigrated to New Zealand and thence moved to Australia. He took with him to New
Zealand several dance books, now known as the Lowe Family Collection, which is housed in the
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington. The collection comprises:







Testimonial, certificate and album of Joseph Lowe.
Journal of dancing lessons given at Balmoral; Joseph Lowe.
Dance book [1850s] Joseph Lowe.
Lowe’s Assembly Guide.
A Work Book, begun in 1708 by Kennelm Tomlinson, in his own hand: includes A Small Treatise
of Time and Cadence in Dancing and choreographies by Tomlinson and others.
Dance Book T.B. 1826: a handwritten collection of dances by an unknown author.

The last item is of particular interest as, although the author of this book is not known, within it can be
found clues hinting at part of its history.

Title page and contents from the T.B. Dance Book:

Image reproduced by kind permission of The Alexander Turnbull Library. Wellington
http://ndhadeliver.natlib.govt.nz/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE3353866&dps_custom_att_1=emu
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In the T.B. Dance Book a folded sheet of paper was enclosed; it consists of three sides of writing listing
dances including ”Balmoral Castle Quadrille”, “Lowe’s Lancers Nursery Rhymes” along with “Calisthenic
Exercises”, this last being a discipline taught by the Lowes at their Edinburgh establishment. It is
probable that these notes were written by Joseph Lowe or Joseph Eager Lowe.
At a time when paper was costly it was common practice to use any blank pages at the end of books
for notes. Of the fifteen sides of paper unused by “T.B.” at the end of the book, nine are taken up with
notes stating which pupils are to participate in certain dances. It is written in a hand other than that of
“T. B.” or the writer of the Scottish notes.

Example from the blanks of the T.B. Dance Book

Image reproduced by kind permission of The Alexander Turnbull Library. Wellington
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Transcription of the above:
Shauntreuse
Miss A Preston
Master Graves
Irish Do Mastr Penrice & Preston

Miss
Mastr
Miss
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Master
Goddard —
[?]
Youell
&
Gascoigne
Graves
—
Youell
A Preston &
Thompson
Johnson —
Symonds
Teasdale &
H Thurtell
Brown
—
Harrison
Penrice
& Preston
Mann
—
[?]
M Palmer &
Bath
Brown
—
Giles
Symonds &
Watts
Penrice
—
Dean
Preston —
Hawkes
Symonds —
Lubbock
Chambers —
Moore
Paget
—
Broughton
Paget
—
Starling
Guthrie
—
Walpole
Palmer
—
Symonds
Preston
—
Fisk
Giles
—
Boyce
Barnby
—
Leach
Giles
—
Symonds
Tapp
[?]
—
Martin
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

With one exception,” Dance of Five”, the dances mentioned on the rest of the pages are a mixture of
some of those notated by “T.B.” and some of the dances that featured in Eager’s Juvenile Balls in the
early 1800s, e.g. “Gardel’s Minuet”;” Minuet de la Cour”; “Vestris”; “Devonshire Minuet”; “Louvre”. One
page is taken up with a grid of quadrille diagrams, showing the named pupils arranged in three sets to
perform each quadrille.
The dancers mentioned in all the memoranda are “Master” or “Miss”, in other words all juveniles. Some
of their surnames, such as “Youell” and “Preston” are those of affluent families in Great Yarmouth; one
name in particular stands out- “Barnby”- the surname of the family of Eager’s first wife. If the
handwriting is compared with that in the letter that Eager wrote to Sainsbury, some similarities can be
seen, especially with the letter “Y” as in “Yarmouth” in the letter and “Youell” in the dance book notes.
Another compelling clue that the author of these jottings could be John Eager, is that the very last entry
in these additional notes is a page containing (along with a very faint sketch of the Prince of Wales’
feathers) a copy of the emblem of Great Yarmouth – an heraldic creature, half lion, half fish, that is
found on the town’s coat of arms:
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Sketch from the T.B. Dance Book

Image reproduced by kind permission of The Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington

Gt Yarmouth Coat of Arms

Photograph reproduced by kind permission of Jack Harrison
http://www.weatherjackwx.co.uk/snapper/snapper-home.html

Thus it seems probable that the T. B. Dance Book in the collection of Joseph Eager Lowe was once
owned by John Eager and used in his Norfolk practice post-1826, when it appears he was still teaching
dances that had been in his repertoire in his early career, along with the more up-to-date material
notated by “T.B.”.
It is likely that this book was bequeathed to Joseph Eager Lowe by his grandfather; a fitting symbol
that the dance legacy of John Eager and the Lowe family lived on for three generations in Australasia,
with several members of the family continuing in the profession.*

————————————————————————————————————————————
*THOMAS, Allan. The Lowe Family: Five Generations of Dance Teachers in New Zealand, Australia and Scotland.
The Journal of New Zealand Studies, {S.I.], v. 3, n. 1. Nov. 1992. ISSN 2324-3740.
https://ojs.victoria.ac.nz/jnzs/article/view/277/203

______________________________________________________________________________________
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